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Abstract  
 

An overuse of antibiotics both in human and animal health and 

as growth promoters in farming practices has increased the 

prevalence of antibiotic resistance in bacteria. Antibiotic 

resistant and multi-resistant bacteria are now considered a major 

and increasing threat by national health agencies, making the 

need for novel strategies to fight bugs and super bugs a first 

priority. In particular, Gram-negative bacteria are responsible for 

a high proportion of nosocomial infections attributable for a 

large part to Enterobacteriaceae, such as pathogenic Escherichia 

coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. To 

cope with their highly competitive environments, bacteria have 

evolved various adaptive strategies, among which the production 

of narrow spectrum antimicrobial peptides called bacteriocins 

and specifically microcins in Gram-negative bacteria. They are 
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produced as precursor peptides that further undergo proteolytic 

cleavage and in many cases more or less complex 

posttranslational modifications, which contribute to improve 

their stability and efficiency. Many have a high stability in the 

gastrointestinal tract where they can target a single pathogen 

whilst only slightly perturbing the gut microbiota. Several 

microcins and antibiotics can bind to similar bacterial receptors 

and use similar pathways to cross the double-membrane of 

Gram-negative bacteria and reach their intracellular targets, 

which they also can share. Consequently, bacteria may use 

common mechanisms of resistance against microcins and 

antibiotics. This review describes both unmodified and modified 

microcins [lasso peptides, siderophore peptides, nucleotide 

peptides, linear azole(in)e-containing peptides], highlighting 

their potential as weapons to thwart bacterial resistance in Gram-

negative pathogens and discusses the possibility of cross-

resistance and co-resistance occurrence between antibiotics and 

microcins in Gram-negative bacteria. 
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Introduction  
 

Since their discovery antibiotics have been routinely used in 

human medicine and in livestock production as therapeutic 

agents or growth promoters. Use of antibiotics for livestock 

greatly exceeds that of uses for humans, with approximately 70–

80 percent of total consumption [1]. Furthermore, the global use 

of antibiotics would rise by 67% by 2030 in high-income 

countries and nearly double in Brazil, the Russian Federation, 

India, China and South Africa [2]. According to the World 

Health Organization [3] the overuse and misuse of antibiotics in 

human and animal, as well as the intrinsic capacity of antibiotics 

to induce broad spectrum killing [4] has led to the emergence of 

multidrug-resistant bacteria (MDR) that are rapidly increasing 

worldwide and have now become a serious public health 

problem. In 2016, the United Nations General Assembly 
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recognized the use of antibiotics in the livestock sector as one of 

the primary causes of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) [1]. 

Moreover, it has been shown that farm animal and human 

microbiota are reservoirs for AMR [5-8]. Currently, AMR is 

already killing 700,000 people a year, and it is predicted to cause 

10 million deaths per year by 2050 with a cumulative cost of 

US$ 100 trillion [9]. According to the Centers for Disease 

Control and Prevention (CDC) AMR challenge, 

Enterobacteriaceae, including Escherichia coli, Shigella, 

Salmonella, and Klebsiella spp. amongst others, present a serious 

and/or urgent threat to world health. Indeed, as Gram-negative 

bacteria, Enterobacteriaceae are notorious for their capacity to 

resist antimicrobial therapy [10-12]. Furthermore, even though 

Enterobacteriaceae represent only a small percentage of the host 

microbiota and are not all pathogens, they are still responsible 

for important morbidity [13,14], making them an important 

target for new drug development. 

 

The AMR crisis is exacerbated by the fact that resistances are 

emerging and disseminating faster than the development of new 

drugs. Indeed, over the past three decades the number of 

developed and approved antibiotics has more than halved [15], 

leading to an increasing demand for new antimicrobial agents or 

strategies. Genetically modified phages, antibacterial modified 

oligonucleotides, inhibitors of bacterial virulence and CRISPR-

Cas9 strategy are also discussed for extrapolating them to the 

field of antimicrobial therapeutics [16,17]. Meanwhile, other 

promising strategies, such as probiotics, lysins and antimicrobial 

peptides are in various stages of development [17]. Globally, 

although several alternatives exist in nature, the challenge still 

remains to demonstrate their efficacy and their use in human and 

animal. 

 

Bacteriocins form a large family of antimicrobial peptides 

(AMP) produced by bacteria [18]. Their biological 

characteristics and activities have been deeply described in a 

new web-accessible database named BACTIBASE, which is 

freely available at the http://bactibase.pfba-lab.org web-based 

platform. Bacteriocins can be either unmodified or 

posttranslationally modified peptides, the latter thus belonging to 
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the large family of ribosomally synthesized and 

posttranslationally modified peptides (RiPPs) [19,20]. Known as 

inhibitors of pathogens in vitro, many bacteriocins have a high 

specific activity against clinical strains including antibiotic-

resistant ones [21]. Their effectiveness as inhibitors of 

pathogenic and spoilage microorganisms has been largely 

explored [22,23]. It is thus widely believed that some could be 

usable for therapeutic purposes and as an alternative to 

conventional antibiotics [24,25]. 

 

Bacteriocins produced by enterobacteria are called microcins 

[26]. They form a restricted and underexplored group of 

bacteriocins compared to the hundreds members of those from 

lactic acid bacteria, with only some twenty members identified 

so far, among which only around fifteen have been more deeply 

characterized (Table 1 and Supplementary Figure S1). Microcins 

are less than 10 kDa modified or unmodified peptides [27] 

having key ecological functions, and particularly a role in 

microbial competitions [28,29]. They have potent activity with 

minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) ranging in the 

nanomolar to micromolar range and narrow spectra of 

antimicrobial activity directed essentially against Gram-negative 

bacterial congeners [27,29]. To exert their crucial roles in 

competition, microcins share a common strategy to penetrate 

into their bacterial targets. They piratize nutrient uptake 

pathways of phylogenetically close bacteria vying for the same 

resources. The iron import pathways is the most frequently 

attacked [27]. When inside bacteria, microcins interfere and 

perturb a variety of bacterial mechanisms, such as transcription 

[30], translation [31], DNA structure [32], mannose transport 

[33], energy production [34,35], or the cell envelope function 

[35-37]. Due to their specific characteristics and complex 

mechanisms of action, microcins are viewed as a possible 

alternative to conventional antibiotics, helping with the 

immediate AMR problem [21,38-40]. Because of their narrow 

spectrum of inhibition, they would potentially have less side 

effects than antibiotics, allowing preservation of the microbiota 

diversity and minimizing the risk of resistance dissemination. 
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Table 1: Structural characterization of microcins assembled into posttranslationally modified microcins (classes I and IIb) and unmodified microcins (class IIa) that 

contain or not disulfide bridges. 
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However, since there is a finite number of entry points and 

potential targets within a bacterium, microcins and antibiotics 

can share similar bacterial receptors and pathways to reach their 

intracellular targets. Moreover, as for antibiotics, the application 

of specific microcins might be curtailed by the development of 

resistance [21]. Thus, bacteria might evolve common 

mechanisms of resistance against microcins and antibiotics. This 

review will highlight the potential of microcins as an alternative 

to antibiotics to fight against bacterial resistance in Gram-

negative pathogens and discuss the possibilities of cross-

resistance and co-resistance occurrence in Gram-negative 

bacteria. 

 

Characteristics of Microcins  
 

Bacteriocins that are produced by both Gram-positive and Gram-

negative bacteria have been defined by James et al. [41] as 

ribosomally synthesized peptides capable of mediating inhibitory 

effects against bacteria. In Enterobacteriaceae and more 

specifically in E. coli, microcins (for extensive reviews see 

[26,29,42] have been shown to be produced along with colicins, 

which are large antibacterial proteins [43]. To distinguish them 

from colicins, the name “microcin” was coined since their first 

discovery [44], based on their smaller size of less than 10 kDa. 

Such as most bacteriocins, microcins are active against 

phylogenetically related bacteria including enteropathogenic 

Klebsiella, Shigella, Salmonella and E. coli, notorious for their 

capacity to develop antibiotic resistances, and considered serious 

and urgent threats by the CDC. These Gram-negative 

bacteriocins are ubiquitously distributed in Nature and their 

production is consistently observed in multiple genera. Those 

include Escherichia, Salmonella, Shigella, Klebsiella, 

Enterobacter, and Citrobacter [45-50]. The development of 

DNA sequencing methods and the availability of an increasing 

number of genomes revealed that clusters of genes orthologous 

to microcin biosynthesis and self-immunity genes are 

widespread in bacteria. Indeed, analogs of historically described 

microcins produced by Enterobacteriaceae, essentially in the 

RiPP family, have been predicted and most often deeply 
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characterized in other Gram-negative bacteria including human 

pathogens, Helicobacter [51], Burkholderia [52], Pseudomonas 

[53], Klebsiella [54-56], Acinetobacter [54], Citrobacter [50], or 

in the symbiotic nitrogen-fixing bacterium Rhizobium [56] 

(Supplementary Figure S1A). They were even predicted in 

Gram-positive bacteria and cyanobacteria [51]. This points that a 

sharp distinction between bacteriocins from Gram-positive and 

Gram-negative bacteria is artificial and that the chemical 

diversity of microcin-like peptides is intended to expand rapidly. 

 

The Two Classes of Microcins  
 

Compared to the huge number of Gram-positive bacteriocins, 

microcins are distinguished by a high structural heterogeneity 

inside a restricted number of identified and well-characterized 

representatives. A widely accepted classification was proposed 

by Duquesne et al. [43] based on both the peptide size and 

degree of posttranslational modification (PTM). The known 

microcins are grouped in two classes, class I with molecular 

masses below 5 kDa and the presence of extensive PTM and 

class II with molecular masses between 5 and 10 kDa that can be 

modified or not (Table 1). A brief description of the microcins 

from the two classes is provided below to help following the 

next sections. For more detailed overview of the microcins, see 

two recent reviews [28,29]). 

 

Class I assembles three plasmid-encoded microcins that have 

been well structurally characterized as RiPPs (Supplementary 

Figure S1A): microcin C (McC) a nucleotide peptide, microcin 

B17 (MccB17) a linear azol(in)e-containing peptide, and 

microcin J25 (MccJ25), a lasso peptide. McC is presently the 

only nucleotide member of the family. However, similar 

biosynthetic gene clusters are distributed within bacterial 

genomes [51], which suggests an unexplored diversity for such 

peptides. McC is produced by E. coli cells harboring the 

mccABCDEF gene cluster (Figure 1) under a mccA-encoded 

formylated heptapeptide precursor, which is further modified 

[57,58] and processed into a structural mimic of aspartyl 

adenylate which is the toxic entity [59] (Supplementary Figure 

S1A). MccB17 is produced as a 69 amino acid precursor by E. 
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coli strains bearing the mcbABCDEFG gene cluster (Figure 1). 

Mature MccB17 contains 43 amino acids that are structured into 

thiazole and oxazole heterocycles (4 thiazoles and 4 oxazoles 

rings either isolated or fused into oxazole/thiazole- and 

thiazole/oxazole-bis-heterocycles) by the PTM enzymes [60,61] 

(Supplementary Figure S1A). Such heterocycles are also found 

in hybrid non-ribosomal peptide-polyketide natural products 

such as the anti-tumor drug bleomycin, as well as in RiPPs such 

as cyanobactin [62] or streptolysin [63], forming the LAP [also 

termed thiazole/oxazole-modified microcin (TOMM)] peptide 

family [64]. Microcin B-like bacteriocins produced by 

Pseudomonas, Klebsiella and Rhizobium have been reported 

[55,56]. MccJ25 was isolated first from the E. coli strain AY25 

isolated from an infant feces bearing the mcjABCD gene cluster 

[65] (Figure 1). Its maturation from a 58 amino acid precursor 

into a 21 amino acid lasso peptide is ensured by two enzymes, 

McjB and McjC, encoded in the microcin gene cluster [66,67]. 

This unique lasso topology, which is characterized by threading 

of the C-terminal tail through a seven to nine lactam ring closed 

by an isopeptide bond, is locked in place with the two bulky side 

chains of Phe and Tyr aromatic amino acids for MccJ25 [68] 

(Supplementary Figure S1A). It is responsible for the sturdiness 

of MccJ25 and is required for its antibacterial activity [69,70]. 

Genome mining approaches have revealed a wide distribution of 

lasso peptides in Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria 

[50,71-73]. Many lasso peptides produced by proteobacteria do 

not show antibacterial activity [72]. This questions their 

ecological role or can be due to difficulty to decipher the reasons 

for their narrow activity spectrum. 
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Figure 1: A schematic representation of archetypical organization of microcin 

and microcin-like gene clusters. Arrows indicate individual microcin genes; 

arrows are not drown to scale and their direction does not necessarily indicate 

the direction of transcription that can change between homologous specific 

gene clusters. The A genes code for the precursors. Genes coding for microcin 

PTM enzymes and for export systems (efflux pumps, ABC exporters) that 

expel the microcins out of the producers are in blue and in violet, respectively. 

Genes whose products contribute to self-immunity of the producing strains 

(either immunity proteins or exporters/efflux pumps) are colored yellow. When 

genes code for proteins ensuring simultaneously two functions, they harbor the 

two corresponding colors. The gene coding for RRE, which ensures leader 

peptide recognition in MccJ25 and MccJ25-like peptides is shown as hatched 

motif. The functions of the different PTM enzymes are indicated as follows, 

taking McC, MccB17, MccJ25 and MccE492 as models. McC and analogs: 

mccB product ensures MccA adenylation, mccD- and mccE-encoded enzymes 

(MccD and MccE N-terminal domain) are required for phosphate modification 

with propylamine; MccB17 and analogs: mcbBCD-encoded three-component 

synthetase catalyzes dehydration and cyclization to form azolines, which are 

subsequently oxidized to azoles; MccJ25 and analogs: mcjC product acts as a 

lasso cyclase that closes the macrolactam ring through an isopeptide bond and 

mcjB product is a leader peptidase; MccE492 and siderophore peptides: 

mceCDIJ are required for PTM with mceC encoding a glycosyltransferase that 

ensures glycosylation of enterobactin and mceD an enterobactin esterase that 

cleaves the glycosylated enterobactin macrolactone ring into its linear 

derivatives. mceIJ are involved in attachment of the PTM to MccE492 C-

terminus. The function of mceE gene (gray) is undefined. 

 

Class II microcins form a more homogeneous group than their 

class I cousins (Table 1 and Supplementary Figures S1B,C), 

although they are subdivided into class IIa, encompassing MccL 

[74], MccN/24 [75], MccPDI [76], MccS [77] and MccV [79], 
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and class IIb (MccE492, MccH47, MccM, Vassiliadis et al., 

[79]). MccN was formely termed Mcc24 [80] and is termed 

MccN/24 in this review. What distinguishes class IIa from class 

IIb is the presence or not of a siderophore moiety derived from 

enterobactin anchored at the peptide C-terminal serine 

carboxylate (Supplementary Figures S1B,C). This catechol-type 

siderophore PTM sparked coining the name “siderophore 

microcins” to class IIb microcins [27]. Class II microcins result 

from a proteolytic processing of a precursor with a leader peptide 

extension, which occurs at a conserved double-glycine (or Gly-

Ala) cleavage site, concomitantly with secretion. They have 

molecular masses between 5 and 10 kDa and exhibit high amino 

acid sequence similarities, even between class IIa and IIb 

(Supplementary Figures S1B,C). For examples, the class IIa 

unmodified MccV and MccN/24 possess high sequence 

similarities with the class IIb MccH47 and MccE492, 

respectively, although they do not carry a C-terminal PTM 

[81,82]. It was suggested that the conserved C-terminal sequence 

of these microcins can direct the presence or not of the 

siderophore PTM and that the C-terminal regions of MccV and 

MccH47 can be interchanged [83]. It was further proposed that 

both class IIa and IIb microcins possess a modular structure 

[83,84]. 

 

Class IIa microcins have been characterized from E. coli strains 

from various origins. The MccN/24 producer is an uropathogenic 

E. coli [75] and the MccL producer comes from poultry intestine 

[85], while MccS is produced by a probiotic strain, E. coli G3/10 

(Symbioflor2
®
; DSM17252) [77]. The producing strains are in 

some cases multi-microcin producers, such as E. coli LR05 that 

secretes MccB17, MccJ25 and the uncharacterized MccD93 in 

addition to MccL [85]. Their gene cluster organization includes 

the four basic genes only, one structural gene encoding the 

precursor peptide, two export genes and one immunity gene [77] 

(Figure 1). If the five class IIa microcins are all devoid of PTMs, 

they are also all except MccN/24, stabilized by one (MccV) or 

two (MccL, MccPDI, MccS) disulfide bonds [37,77,84-86] 

(Table 1 and Supplementary Figure S1B). 
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Contrasting with class IIa and class I, class IIb microcins 

(Supplementary Figure S1C) are chromosome-encoded [87]. 

MccE492 is secreted by Klebsiella pneumoniae human fecal 

strain RYC492 [88] bearing the mceABCDEFGHIJ gene cluster 

[89-91] (Figure 1). It is the first siderophore microcin to be 

characterized (Thomas et al., 2004), although it was primarily 

described as an unmodified peptide [92]. Actually, it was shown 

further to be secreted under both modified and less active 

unmodified forms, due to its PTM process [90]. The MccE492 

PTM was identified as a glucosylated linear trimer of N-(2,3 

dihydroxybenzoyl)-L-serine (DHBS) linked to the C-terminal 

serine carboxylate (Supplementary Figure S1C). The functions 

of the enzymes involved in establishment of the MccE492 PTM, 

MceC, MceD, MceI/MceJ, were identified [90,91]. MccH47, 

initially isolated from the human fecal E. coli strain H47 [93] 

and MccM were both characterized as siderophore microcins 

produced by several E. coli strains, including the probiotic strain 

Nissle, 1917 (Mutaflor
®
) [79]. MccH47 and MccM carry the 

same PTM as MccE492 [79]. Siderophore microcins possess a 

modular structure, where the N-terminal region is responsible for 

their cytotoxicity and the C-terminal region, which carries the 

siderophore moiety, is involved in recognition and uptake. For 

an overview on siderophore microcins, see Massip and Oswald 

[94]. 

 

Biosynthesis of Microcins  
 

Microcin production takes place in the stationary phase [26] of 

bacterial growth, with the exceptions of MccE492 [88] and 

MccPDI [76]. They are encoded by gene clusters, which exhibit 

a conserved organization, but contain a variable number of genes 

ranging from four to ten, according to the presence or not of 

PTMs on the mature microcin (Figure 1). These gene clusters are 

generally plasmid-borne, except the chromosomally encoded 

class IIb microcins. The general biosynthetic pathway of 

microcins (which also applies to other bacteriocins) starts with 

the ribosomal synthesis of a precursor peptide that is typically 

composed of two regions, an N-terminal leader part and a core 

region. The core peptide of modified microcins, which belong to 

the wide RiPP family, is the region where the PTMs take place 
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[26]. In some cases, such as the siderophore microcins, the 

modifications may result from the non-ribosomal pathway, 

making these microcins a rare bridge spanning ribosomal and 

non-ribosomal biosynthesis pathways [95]. The leader is 

involved in binding to or activation of many of the PTM 

enzymes, but also maintains the maturing peptide inactive during 

the process [19], thus contributing to the protection of producing 

cells as regard their own toxic microcin. For many modified 

microcins (MccJ25, McC), this binding involves a peptide 

binding domain (RiPP precursor peptide recognition element, 

RRE), also present in a wide proportion of RiPP PTM enzymes 

and similar to a small protein involved in the biosynthesis of the 

RiPP pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) [96,97]. Recently, the 

crystal structure of the McbBCD synthetase ensuring the 

extensive modifications in MccB17 was solved, deciphering the 

organization and functioning of such a multimeric heterocyclase-

dehydrogenase catalytic complex at the molecular level and 

affording the spatial relationships between the two distinct 

enzymatic activities and the leader peptide binding site [61]. 

 

In all but a few cases, and irrespective of if the microcin is 

modified or not, maturation requires removal of the leader region 

to give the active bacteriocin [98]. This proteolytic cleavage is 

performed either before and independently of (class I), or 

concomitantly with (class II) export of the mature microcin [99]. 

It can be ensured either (i)- concomitantly with the PTM 

establishment by one of the dedicated enzymes (MccJ25 leader 

is cleaved off by the McjB leader peptidase encoded in the 

microcin gene cluster [67], or (ii)- by a protease from the 

producer, which is not encoded in the microcin gene cluster 

(MccB17 leader is cleaved off before export by the conserved 

proteins TldD/TldE which assemble as a heterodimeric 

metalloprotease to ensure this function) [100], or (iii)- by a 

bifunctional ATP binding cassette (ABC) transporter of the 

peptidase-containing ATP-binding transporters (PCAT) family, 

which is encoded in the microcin gene cluster (cleavage of the 

class II microcin leader peptides is performed simultaneously 

with export of the maturated microcins by an ABC exporter 

endowed with an N-terminal protease extension) [94,101]. 
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Self-Immunity of Microcin Producers  
 

Microcin gene clusters vary in the number of genes contained 

and the presence of genes encoding PTM enzymes, and they all 

carry genes ensuring self-immunity (Figure 1). Each 

microcinogenic strain is protected against its arsenal of 

microcins and the self-immunity mechanisms differ from one 

microcin to another. For instance the self-immunity mechanism 

to McC is complex and relies on the products of three genes 

mccC, mccE, and mccF that ensure export of unprocessed 

microcin outside the cells (MccC pump) and modification of 

processed McC (MccE and MccF enzymes) (see section 

mechanisms of resistance) [102-104]. By contrast, the immunity 

mechanism to MccL depends on a single gene mclI that encodes 

an immunity protein [85]. Overall, self-immunity of the 

producers relies either on specific immunity proteins encoded in 

the gene clusters that bind to the toxic entities making them 

inefficient, or on efflux systems, mainly ABC transporters, 

which ensure export of the microcins to the external medium and 

simultaneously self-immunity of the producing bacteria. As 

examples, self-immunity to MccJ25 is provided exclusively by 

McjD, a highly specific ABC exporter which ensures 

simultaneously export of the microcin [99], while full self-

immunity to MccB17 requires both an immunity protein McbG 

and an ABC exporter McbEF [105]. 

 

Mechanisms of Action  
 

Comparison of the mechanisms used by antibiotics and 

microcins to kill sensitive bacteria shows that they may share 

different bacterial receptors, translocators and final targets 

(Table 2 and Figure 2). Thus, it is obvious that these two groups 

of antimicrobials may cross in several mechanisms of action. 

However, it is also expected that several mechanisms of action 

of microcins are very specific and are not involved in the 

inhibition activity of antibiotics. This characteristic is 

particularly relevant to address in terms of the risk of cross-

resistance between microcins and antibiotics. These similarities 

and differences are highlighted below. 
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Table 2: Comparison of the mechanisms involved in the antibacterial activity and the bacterial resistance for well characterized microcins and for conventional antibiotics sharing common targets 

with microcins. 
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(A) 

 
(B) 

 

Figure 2: Mechanisms of action of antibiotics (A) and microcins (B) against 

Gram-negative bacteria showing the membrane proteins involved in uptake into 

sensitive bacteria and the final targets. β-LAC, β-lactams; QNL, quinolones; 

TET, tetracycline; AMG, aminoglycosides; FOS, fosfomycin; CHL, 

chloramphenicol; CS, colistin; RIF, rifampicin; ALB, albomycin; P, pore; LPS, 

lipopolysaccharide. A letter and a number are assigned to each antibiotic and 

each microcin respectively, which are used in the scheme to identify the path 

they follow for their killing activity. 
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The Uptake Systems  
 

The first obstacle to be overcome by an antimicrobial compound 

to reach its final target is the bacterial cell envelope [106]. The 

extent of this barrier varies according to the target to be reached, 

the chemical structure of the antimicrobial compound and the 

bacterial species. For Gram-negative bacteria, antimicrobials 

have to pass first the outer membrane. Then, they can access the 

cytoplasmic membrane bilayer (inner membrane) and either 

insert inside or cross it for those antimicrobials having 

intracellular targets. Many antibiotics are hydrophilic 

compounds of low molecular mass and uptake across the outer 

membrane is ensured by passive diffusion using pores formed by 

specific β-barrel membrane proteins called porins. Porins are the 

most abundant proteins of the outer membrane in Gram-negative 

bacteria. They are classified as non-specific (general porins) and 

specific (selective porins), according to their threshold size and 

amino acids lining the aqueous channel [107]. The transport 

varies according to the size, charge and hydrophilicity of the 

molecule. Recently, the dual function of the porin OmpF both as 

receptor and translocator for the pore-forming colicin N, has 

been elegantly demonstrated [108]. However, more hydrophobic 

or higher molecular mass compounds above the porin threshold 

require other strategies, among which hijacking receptors or 

transporters required for vital functions is a major one. Indeed, 

Gram-negative bacteriocins, colicins and microcins, widely 

parasitize such receptors to enter the periplasmic space, and 

particularly those involved in iron import. This receptor 

hijacking qualifies many microcins as “Trojan horse” 

compounds, as they mimic vital compounds that require being 

imported in cells, to penetrate sensitive bacteria [42,58,91]. 

 

Iron acquisition is an essential factor for microbial life. 

However, under aerobic conditions, free iron availability is 

limited by the very low solubility of ferric iron, and especially 

within a host, where iron is competed for by both the microbial 

community and the host [109]. To secure iron, bacteria have 

evolved to develop efficient Fe(III)-chelating agents (Ka ranging 

from 10
23

 to 10
52

), termed siderophores, to scavenge iron from 

their surrounding environment and import it. A study by Lewis 
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et al. [110] showed that siderophores are sufficient for allowing 

the culture of bacteria previously unculturable in laboratory 

conditions. Siderophores are non-ribosomally synthesized [111] 

and are important for enteropathogen survival [112]. 

Concomitantly, iron availability has been observed to regulate 

MccE492 gene expression [113]. The resulting Fe(III)-

siderophore complex is then internalized by the producing strains 

via high affinity siderophore receptors anchored at the outer 

membrane, which are specifically involved in this function, but 

also ensure other strategic roles in microbial communities [114]. 

Siderophore receptors consist of a 22-stranded antiparallel β-

barrel with external loops serving as ligand binding sites and an 

N-terminal globular domain forming a plug that occludes the 

barrel [115]. They are specific to the different siderophore 

chemical types, such as FhuA for ferrichrome or Cir, Fiu, and 

FepA for catechol siderophores in enterobacteria. These 

receptors are coupled to the TonB-ExbB-ExbD three-component 

machinery anchored at the inner membrane (TonB system), 

which transfers the energy source from the proton motive force 

of the cytoplasmic membrane to the outer membrane [115], thus 

permitting active transport. 

 

All microcins, whatever they are of class I or II, use either the 

siderophore receptor or the porin path to reach their final target 

(Figure 2B). Siderophore microcins uptake requires the FepA-, 

Cir-, Fiu-TonB systems, with FepA having the most important 

role [79,83,89]. Unmodified microcins use the Cir-TonB system 

(MccV, MccL) [84,116], or the porin OmpF which screens 

incoming products in a non-specific manner [117,118] (MccPDI) 

[35], while class I microcins either use FhuA (MccJ25) 

[119,121], or OmpF (MccB17, McC) [122,123] to reach the 

periplasmic space (Figure 2B). In the case of loss of function of 

the TonB system, MccE492, MccH47, and MccM retain 

antimicrobial activity, suggesting the involvement of another 

translocator, such as the TolA-TolQ-TolC system known to 

mediate the import of certain colicins [124]. Similar observations 

were made for MccL and MccV [37,84], suggesting that the 

function of the ExbB protein could be replaced by its homolog 

TolQ in TonB-dependent microcin activity. However, although 

the presence of the siderophore PTM enhances its efficiency, the 
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non-modified form of MccE492 (without the C-terminal 

siderophore) is also able to kill sensitive bacteria, but at a 

significantly lower level. On their side, antibiotics, which are 

essentially low molecular mass hydrophobic compounds, are 

most often transported inside target bacteria via porin or iron 

siderophore receptor pathways (Table 2). 

 

Mechanisms of Action Common to Antibiotics and 

Microcins  
Disruption of the Cytoplasmic Membrane  

 

Permeabilization and/or disruption of the bacterial cytoplasmic 

membrane of Gram-negative bacteria is the main mechanism of 

action of the non-ribosomal peptide antibiotics polymyxins B 

and E (Table 2 and Figure 2A), which share a high degree of 

structural similarity [125]. Polymixin E (also called colistin) 

binds to the lipopolysaccharide (LPS) both in the bacterial outer 

membrane and in the cytoplasmic membrane and this interaction 

is essential for cytoplasmic membrane permeabilization, cell 

lysis and the bactericidal activity of this antibiotic [126]. It 

should be noted that all polymyxins are inactive against Gram-

positive bacteria, except few species such as Streptococcus 

pyogenes [127]. 

 

Several class II microcins target the inner membrane, by 

perturbing either its integrity using different mechanisms of 

peptide membrane interaction, or the proteins which are 

embedded. This constitutes at least the primary part of their 

mechanism of action (Table 2 and Figure 2B). Indeed, the final 

killing trajectory of MccE492 appears to stop at the inner 

membrane. MccE492 induces a rapid depolarization and 

permeabilization of E. coli cytoplasmic membrane, without 

provoking cell lysis [89,128]. It forms well-defined ion channels 

in planar phospholipid bilayers that are constituted of 

supramolecular peptide assemblies [89,128]. It also interacts 

with the mannose phosphotransferase system permease 

ManXYZ [129], associating specifically with its inner membrane 

components ManYZ. Therefore, MccE492 both perturbs the 

inner membrane permeability and interferes with the transport of 

mannose to kill sensitive congeners. Besides, MccE492 is known 
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to form amyloid fibrils [130-132] that play a role in modulating 

its antimicrobial activity. These aggregates have been observed 

more significantly with the unmodified form of MccE492, 

suggesting their formation is not only an additional mechanism 

of protection of the producer strain, but also may act as a toxin 

reservoir. MccV destabilizes the membrane potential [86] and 

further interacts with an inner membrane transporter, the serine 

permease SdaC [37], which is involved in serine transport and 

acts as a specific receptor for MccV. It can be suggested that a 

perturbation of serine transport in sensitive bacteria could result, 

or that SdaC could drive MccV to form channels in the inner 

membrane. MccE492 and MccV thus illustrate the combined use 

of two different mechanisms involving the inner membrane or its 

components to kill sensitive bacteria. MccL primary target is 

also the cytoplasmic membrane. It provokes disruption of 

membrane potential of E. coli cells, but without inducing 

permeabilization of the inner membrane [84]. A potential inner 

membrane target for MccL has not been identified. Finally, it has 

to be mentioned that at higher concentrations than the MIC, 

MccJ25 induces perturbations of the cytoplasmic membrane 

permeability and disruption of the cytoplasmic membrane 

gradient in Salmonella enterica [133,134], and perturbation of 

the respiratory chain enzymes in E. coli, accompanied with 

stimulation of the production of reactive oxygen species [135]. 

 

Inhibition of Protein Biosynthesis  

 

The bacterial 70S ribosome is composed of two 

ribonucleoprotein subunits forming the 30S and 50S subunits 

[136]. Aminoglycosides (AGs), such as streptomycin or 

gentamicin, and tetracyclines bind to the 16S ribosomal RNA of 

the 30S subunit [137,138]. AGs bind to the A-site of the 

ribosome, causing inhibition of translation of mRNA by codon 

misreading on delivery of the aminoacyl-tRNA (Table 2 and 

Figure 2A). For their part, tetracyclines prevent incoming 

aminoacyl-tRNA from binding to the A site of the mRNA 

translation complex. As well, chloramphenicol inhibits protein 

synthesis by preventing the binding of t-RNAs to the A site of 

the ribosome [139]. The bacterial ribosome is also the target for 
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other antibiotic classes, such as the macrolides and ketolides or 

the streptogramins. 

 

Contrasting with MccB17 and its Pseudomonas congeners which 

exert their antimicrobial activity by perturbing DNA topology 

setting up (see section below Inhibition of Nucleic Acid 

Biosynthesis), other MccB17-like bacteriocins perturb protein 

synthesis. Klebsazolicin from K. pneumoniae, which exhibits 

moderate antimicrobial activity against certain E. coli, Klebsiella 

and Yersinia strains [53] targets the 70S ribosome and interferes 

with translation elongation. Moreover, it binds to the peptide exit 

tunnel, overlapping with the binding sites of macrolides or 

streptogramin-B. Similar to klebsazolicin, the MccB17-like 

phazolicin produced by Rhizobium sp., which exhibits narrow-

spectrum antibacterial activity against some symbiotic bacteria 

of leguminous plants [140], also targets the 70S ribosome by 

obstructing the peptide exit tunnel, but through different binding 

mechanisms. 

 

Albomycin, which consists of an antibiotic part linked to a 

siderophore moiety, inhibits aminoacyl t-RNA synthetases 

(aaRSs) that are essential for protein synthesis [58] (Table 2 and 

Figure 2A). Similar, McC targets the aspartyl-tRNA synthetase 

[31], making it a translation inhibitor (Table 2 and Figure 2B). 

After having crossed the outer membrane thanks to the porin 

OmpF, McC requires the inner membrane ABC transporter 

YejABEF [123] for its translocation within the cytoplasm. A 

comprehensive analysis by Vondenhoff et al. [141] has shown 

that to mediate binding and translocation of substrates, the 

YejABEF transporter requires an N-terminal formyl-methionine 

and an arginine. These requirements are achieved with the 

formylated f-MRTGNAD heptapeptide part of the McC 

precursor. However, unlike other microcins, which are fully 

processed within the producing cells before export, further McC 

maturation is necessary within the target bacteria to attain its 

cytotoxic form. McC undergoes a double-step processing. First 

of which is the deformylation of the formylated heptapeptide 

precursor, essentially nullifying the detoxification process of its 

immunity protein mccE. This deformylation allows the second 

maturation step, which is ensured by broadly specific 
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endoproteases PepA, PepB, and PepN, which remove the peptide 

moiety of the microcin. This last processing step releases the 

toxic entity, which is a non-hydrolyzable analog of aspartyl-

adenylate (Asp-RS) that blocks aspartyl-tRNA synthetase and 

thus transcription [59]. This subtle cheating mechanism nicely 

exemplifies the Trojan horse strategy used by microcins. 

Moreover, Ran et al. [142] observed that when increasing the 

concentration until the mM level, McC was able to inhibit the 

activity of β-galactosidase, respiration chain dehydrogenases, 

and 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase without damaging the 

inner membrane, showing that McC develops a second 

mechanism of action that operates at higher concentrations. 

 

Inhibition of Nucleic Acid Biosynthesis  

 

Quinolone antibiotics (nalidixic acid, ciprofloxacin, …) inhibit 

DNA synthesis by targeting two essential type II topoisomerases, 

DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV, and converting them into 

toxic enzymes that fragment the bacterial chromosome (Table 2 

and Figure 2A). These interactions result in erroneous unwinding 

of DNA, introduction of double strand breaks and cell death 

[143]. Besides, rifampicin inhibits DNA-dependent RNA 

polymerase (RNAP) activity by forming a stable complex with 

the enzyme. It binds in a pocket of the RNAP β subunit, deep 

within the DNA/RNA channel, while away from the active site. 

The inhibitor directly blocks the path of the elongating RNA 

when the transcript becomes two to three nucleotides in length. It 

thus suppresses the initiation of RNA synthesis [144]. 

 

The target of MccB17 is also a topoisomerase (Table 2 and 

Figure 2B). MccB17 enters sensitive bacteria using the OmpF 

porin, diffuses through the periplasmic space and binds to the 

inner membrane transporter SbmA to be delivered into the 

cytoplasm [122]. It induces gyrase-dependent formation of a 

stable cleavage complex instead of the transient break that 

normally happens during the catalytic cycle. It causes covalent 

links between DNA gyrase and double stranded DNA, hence 

blocking DNA replication and maintenance. Similar to 

fluoroquinolones, MccB17 targets the cleavage of both DNA 

strands, which is a critical step in the DNA gyrase supercoiling 
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cycle, but the MccB17-induced cleavage pattern is different from 

that of quinolones (for a review on MccB17 activity see Collin 

and Maxwell, [105]). The stringent role of the heterocycles in 

MccB17 activity has been evidenced [145]. Introduction of an 

extra oxazole ring at position Ser
52

 in MccB17 results in 40% 

higher antibacterial activity than that of wild-type MccB17 

[145]. Bis-heterocycles play a particularly essential role, with the 

central MccB17 region that contains two thiazoles and a 

thiazole/oxazole forming the critical core for DNA cleavage 

[105]. Moreover, the C-terminal part of MccB17 is crucial for 

both uptake by sensitive cells and DNA gyrase inhibition, while 

the N-terminal region is only moderately important for uptake 

[146]. Interestingly, MccB17 congeners that belong to the LAP 

family of RiPPs do not share all similar mechanisms, targeting 

either DNA gyrase or the 70S ribosome. Indeed, MccB17-like 

compounds from P. syringae are active against E. coli and 

essentially Pseudomonas species including P. aeruginosa, 

through DNA gyrase inhibition [53], while the other analogs do 

not (see section above “Inhibition of Protein Biosynthesis”). 

 

Such as rifampicin, the lasso peptide MccJ25 targets the RNAP 

(Table 2 and Figure 2B). To reach its intracellular target, MccJ25 

hijacks the ferrichrome receptor FhuA to cross the outer 

membrane [121] and is internalized into the cytoplam by the 

inner membrane protein SbmA. Finally, MccJ25 binds to the 

RNAP secondary channel, which connects the enzyme surface 

with the RNAP catalytic center, and through which nucleotide 

triphosphate substrates (NTP) migrate to the catalytic center 

[30,147], whereby inactivating transcription in a partial 

competitive manner. The loop is involved in recognition and 

uptake of MccJ25 by the iron-siderophore transporter FhuA, 

while the macrolactam ring and C-terminal tail are responsible 

for binding to the RNA polymerase target [148,149]. The crystal 

structure of MccJ25 bound to E. coli RNAP was determined and 

the residues critical for the interaction were identified [150]. 

MccJ25 binds deep within the secondary channel, such as to 

clash with NTP binding and explaining the partial competitive 

mechanism of inhibition with respect to NTPs previously 

proposed [147]. Besides, it was shown that at higher 

concentrations, MccJ25 induces perturbations of the cytoplasmic 
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membrane permeability and disruption of the cytoplasmic 

membrane gradient of S. enterica Newport [133]. At much 

higher concentrations, it can also stimulate the production of 

reactive oxygen species [135]. This shows once again the 

multiple mechanisms brought into play by a given microcin, 

which both explains their high efficiency and suggests lower 

risks of resistance acquisition. Several antibacterial lasso 

peptides, have been shown to also target RNAP through binding 

to the secondary channel, although their different antibacterial 

activity spectrum. This is the case for capistruin produced by 

Burkholderia thailandensis and active against Burkholderia and 

Pseudomonas species [52,151,152], ubonodin from B. ubonensis 

and active against pathogenic members of the B. cepacia 

complex [152], citrocin from Citrobacter sp., active against E. 

coli and Citrobacter sp. [153]. By contrast, acinetodin and 

klebsidin from human-associated strains of Acinetobacter and 

Klebsiella, display no activity or low activity against K. 

pneumoniae, while they bind RNAP [55], showing that the 

spectrum of activity of lasso peptide microcins appears to be 

driven by the uptake in target bacteria rather than the 

intracellular target. This is in agreement with the spectrum of 

activity of MccJ25 against a collection of Salmonella strains, 

which is associated mainly with differences in the FhuA 

sequences [134]. 

 

Mechanisms of Action Specific to Microcins  
 

MccH47 is bactericidal and targets the membrane bound F0 

proton channel subunits of ATP synthase [34,40,154], causing an 

unregulated influx of protons. It uses FepA-, Cir-, Fiu-TonB 

dependent receptors to reach its inner membrane target [155]. 

The mechanism of action of the class IIa MccPDI is poorly 

identified. It was told to require close bacterial proximity to be 

cytotoxic, hence the name PDI (Proximity Dependent Inhibition) 

[76], since co-cultures of producing and sensitive strains 

separated by a semi-permeable film inhibit its activity. Why 

proximity is required for activity is unknown, but it could be 

only a consequence of a concentration-dependence effect [39]. 

MccPDI that uses the porin OmpF to cross the outer membrane 

[35,39] was shown [35] to require a functional ATP synthase for 
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exerting its cytotoxic activity, while [39] proposed it would 

induce membrane damage. 

 

Mechanisms of Action Specific to Antibiotics  
Inhibition of Cell Wall Formation  
 

The cell envelope of Gram-negative bacteria consists of a 

phospholipid bilayer inner membrane that wraps the cytoplasm, 

and an asymetric outer membrane essentially composed of 

phospholipids at the inner leaflet and LPS at the outer leaflet, 

which protects the cell from the environment. In between is the 

periplasm that shelters a thin peptidoglycan layer [106]. This 

double-membrane complex system and in particular the 

peptidoglycan, often called the cell wall, is a main target for 

antibiotics and antimicrobials. β-lactam antibiotics, which 

include in particular penicillins, cephalosporins and 

carbapenems, harbor the β-lactam ring in their structure that 

mimics the D-alanyl D-alanine terminal amino acid residues of 

the precursor subunits of the peptidoglycan layer, and so far 

interacts with penicillin binding proteins (PBPs). This induces a 

disruption of the peptidoglycan layer leading to the lysis of the 

bacterium [139]. Besides, fosfomycin inhibits bacterial cell wall 

biosynthesis in an early stage; it integrates the cell and 

inactivates an essential enzyme in peptidoglycan synthesis [156]. 

β-lactams, mainly carpabenems and second, third and fourth 

generation of cephalosporins as well as fosfomycin have a broad 

spectrum antibacterial activity. 

 

Inhibition of Folic Acid Metabolism  
 

Trimethoprim and sulfonamides act at distinct steps in folic acid 

metabolism. Sulfonamides inhibit dihydropteroate synthase, 

which acts at an early step in folic acid biosynthesis in a 

competitive manner with higher affinity for the enzyme than the 

natural substrate, p-amino benzoic acid (PABA). For its part, 

trimethroprim inhibits dihydrofolate reductase, thus operating at 

a later stage of folic acid synthesis [136]. 
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Mechanisms of Resistance and Potential Cross- 

and Co-Resistance between Antibiotics and 

Microcins  
 

Various mechanisms of resistance to antibiotics and/or to 

microcins are reported including essentially modifications of the 

cellular target by mutations or protein interactions, changes in 

the structure of the antimicrobial molecule, perturbations of 

binding or penetration of the antibiotic into sensitive cells and 

specific cell wall modifications. Several mechanisms are 

specific, but bacteria may use common mechanisms of resistance 

against microcins and antibiotics that could induce cross-

resistance, which occurs when a single mechanism provides 

resistance to several antimicrobial molecules differing in their 

structures, simultaneously. In contrast, co-resistance occurs 

when two or more different resistance genes encoding several 

unrelated resistance mechanisms are located on the same genetic 

element (plasmid, transposon) [157]. In the following section, 

we describe different mechanisms of resistance and the possible 

occurrence of cross- and co-resistance between antibiotics and 

microcins (Table 2 and Figure 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Mechanisms of cross-resistance and co-resistance of antibiotics and 

microcins in Gram-negative bacteria. β-LAC, β-lactams; QNL, quinolones; 

TET, tetracycline; AMG, aminoglycosides; FOS, fosfomycin; CHL, 

chloramphenicol; CS, colistin; RIF, rifampicin; ALB, albomycin. 
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Prevention of Intracellular Accumulation of the Toxic 

Entity: Efflux Pumps and Decreased Uptake  
 

On one side, outer membrane porins and inner membrane 

transporters, which are involved in the uptake of antibiotics and 

microcins into sensitive cells, and on the other side efflux 

pumps, which pump the toxic compounds out of the bacteria, 

both constitute a first line resistance strategy [158]. Porins, 

which ensure passive uptake of substrates across the outer 

membrane (see section mechanisms of action above), serve as 

the first gate for many antibiotics and several class I and II 

microcins. Furthermore, efflux pumps can be specific for a 

single substrate or can confer resistance to multiple 

antimicrobials by facilitating their extrusion before they can 

reach their intended targets [159]. In Gram-negative bacteria, 

overexpression of efflux pumps is one of the mechanisms of 

resistance to β-lactams [160] and to quinolones encoded by qepA 

and oqxAB genes [143]. Likewise, reduced porin levels, which 

induce decrease of antibiotic concentration inside sensitive cells, 

is another mechanism of resistance to β-lactams in Gram-

negative bacteria [161], including K. pneumoniae [162] and P. 

aeruginosa [163]. Besides, mutations and deletions of genes 

encoding porins induce resistance to antibiotics. Indeed, ompF 

mutant was resistant to several β-lactam antibiotics in some 

Gram-negative pathogens, including E. coli and the deletion of 

OmpA resulted in increased susceptibility to several antibiotics 

including β-lactams in A. baumannii [164]. 

 

For microcins, the E. coli ABC exporter of unknown function 

Yojl, mediates resistance to MccJ25 by pumping the microcin 

out of the cells with the help of TolC, maintaining its 

concentration below the toxic concentration [165]. Yojl is 

located at the inner membrane and is coupled to the TolC protein 

at the outer membrane which ensures the last export step, similar 

to the MccJ25 gene cluster-encoded ABC exporter McjD, which 

warrants both microcin export and self-immunity for the 

producing cells [99,166]. Similarly, McC is expelled from 

producing cells through a major facilitator superfamily (MFS) 

efflux pump [58]. Thus, the activation of several efflux pumps 
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simultaneously could induce a co-resistance to antibiotics and 

microcins. 

 

The iron-siderophore receptor FhuA is not only required for iron 

import, but it is also a target for bacteriocins (colicin M, 

MccJ25) and antibiotics (albomycin, rifamycin). Indeed, FhuA 

external loops L3, L4, L7, L8, and L11 are involved in the 

sensitivity to colicin M and the antibiotics albomycin and 

rifamycin. So far, a further mutation, insertion or deletion in the 

sequence encoding these loops may induce a cross-resistance 

between colicin M and these two antibiotics [167]. 

Concomitantly, MccJ25 was also shown to require a primary 

interaction with the FhuA external loops L5, L7, L8 and L11 for 

its recognition and further internalization via this receptor [148]. 

The level of sensitivity to MccJ25 also varies depending on the 

acquisition of specific FhuA, with a maximal sensitivity obtained 

with E. coli FhuA, while several Salmonella serovars are 

resistant due to a lack of efficiency of their FhuA receptor for 

MccJ25 uptake [134,168]. Similarly, various mutations in FhuA, 

especially in the cork domain, were reported to reduce the uptake 

and consequently the sensitivity to albomycin [169]. It could 

thus be hypothesized too that cross-resistance can occur between 

MccJ25 and albomycin. Besides, membrane permeabilization 

induced by a synthetic cationic peptide (KFF)3K was shown to 

induce the sensitivity of MccJ25 resistant clinical isolates, thus 

making the microcin entry independent of FhuA and SbmA 

proteins [170], and thus confirming that microcin uptake is the 

first source of resistance to MccJ25. Therefore, both uptake 

decrease of the toxic entity and pumping it out of the sensitive 

cells are efficient mechanisms to confer resistance to MccJ25. 

 

Resistance to siderophore microcins which carry a catechol 

siderophore PTM is also primarily induced by uptake 

impairment [94,171]. As seen before, MccE492, MccM and 

MccH47 are recognized and internalized in sensitive bacteria via 

the TonB-dependent FepA, Fiu and Cir iron-catecholate 

receptors. According to Thomas et al. [171], a fepA, fiu double 

mutation, the triple cir, fiu, fepA mutation and the tonB mutation 

induce complete resistance to MccE492, MccM, and MccH47, 

while deletion of exbB and exbD does not affect the sensitivity to 
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all three siderophore microcins [79]. Although it does not carry a 

siderophore PTM, MccL requires the TonB dependent 

catecholate receptor Cir for uptake. Mutations/deletions in Cir 

and TonB, or suppression of the proton motive force, which is 

required for the TonB function, afford MccL resistance in E. coli 

and Salmonella, while the proteins involved in serine or sugar 

transport are not involved [84]. On the other hand, a mutation in 

the energy transducer TonB was shown to reduce uptake and 

confer resistance to ceftazidime. Moreover, ceftazidime-resistant 

TonB mutants were shown to be cross-resistant to 

fluoroquinolones and lactivicin, a siderophore-conjugated non-β-

lactam antibiotic [172]. Thus, a high probability exists for a 

possible cross-resistance between these antibiotics and 

microcins. 

 

Resistance to MccN/24 is afforded by mutations in genes 

encoding the outer membrane porin OmpF [173], or the inner 

membrane transporter SdaC involved in serine uptake and used 

for MccV activity [37]. Resistance to MccPDI also involves 

OmpF and more precisely the K
47

G
48

N
49

 amino acid motif found 

in the predicted outer loop L1 of the porin [35,39]. In addition, 

mutations in DsbA and DsbB proteins, presumably involved in 

the formation of disulfide bonds in OmpF, induce resistance to 

MccPDI [35]. Mutations in ompF and ompR genes encoding 

OmpF induce a reduced sensitivity to MccB17. Moreover, a 

mutation in the sbmA gene encoding the inner membrane 

transporter SbmA, which translocates MccB17 from the inner 

membrane to the cytoplasm, induces high resistance to MccB17 

[122]. 

 

As regard the efflux systems involved in resistance to microcins, 

resistance to MccN/24 is controlled by the multiple antibiotic 

resistance (mar) operon [174], which modulates efflux pump and 

porin expression via two encoded transcription factors, MarR 

and MarA [175]. MarA plays an important role in antibiotic 

resistance by activating the expression of the acrAB-tolC 

encoded efflux pump [176] and also regulates biofilm formation 

[177]. Resistance to MccN/24 in Salmonella cells appears 

concomitantly with a multiple antibiotic resistance phenotype to 

ciprofloxacin, tetracycline, chloramphenicol and rifampicin 
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[174]. So far, cross-resistance between MccN/24 and antibiotics 

raised above is quite possible. 

 

Additional mechanisms involve specific cell wall modifications. 

Those include surexpression of capsule polysaccharides that can 

increase resistance to various antimicrobials including both 

antibiotics, in particular polymixins, and antimicrobial peptides 

[178]. Interestingly, capsule polysaccharides are not involved in 

MccJ25 resistance of the YojI deficient strain [165]. Alterations 

of the LPS resulting in truncated LPS structures promote, among 

other pleiotropic effects, resistance to antimicrobial peptides and 

hydrophobic antibiotics [179]. 

 

Changes in Target Sites  
 

To allow DNA supercoiling, bacteria use two type II 

topoisomerases, DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV, which are 

both the targets of quinolones. They form a ternary cleavage 

complex gyrase/DNA/quinolone, thus blocking DNA replication. 

Mutations in genes encoding DNA gyrase (gyrA, gyrB) and 

topoisomerase IV (parC, parE) lead to quinolone resistance. 

Besides, a plasmid-mediated protection of DNA gyrase and 

topoisomerase IV from the action of quinolones is ensured in a 

non-specific manner by the gyrase interacting protein Qnr. Qnr is 

a 218 amino acid pentapeptide repeat protein (PRP) encoded by 

qnr genes, which blocks the action of quinolones on the DNA 

gyrase and topoisomerase IV in a lesser extent [143,180]. 

Indeed, one of these mutations is the well-known GyrB W
751

R 

mutation which induces resistance to quinolones and is also 

linked to resistance to MccB17 [32]. GyrB Trp
751

 is strongly 

implicated in the interaction of DNA gyrase with MccB17 [181] 

and gyrB point mutation changing Trp
751

 for Arg leads to a 

protein variant resistant to MccB17 [182]. Additionally, partial 

resistance to MccB17 is provided by mutations at position 83 in 

GyrA or 447 in GyrB [180]. Consequently, cross-resistance to 

MccB17 and quinolones could occur. Otherwise, it is well 

known that immunity genes are responsible for protecting the 

producing bacteria from their own bacteriocin. Indeed, three 

genes mcbE, mcbF, and mcbG are involved in cell protection 

from endogenous and exogenous MccB17. Interestingly strains 
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harboring these genes are shown to be highly resistant to 

fluoroquinolones [183]. These mechanisms seem to be 

responsible for co-resistance to MccB17 and quinolones. 

 

Mutation of the gene rpoB encoding the β′ subunit of RNAP (see 

section mechanisms of action above) induces resistance to 

rifampicin [144,184]. Likewise, alterations in the 30S or 50S 

subunit of the ribosome lead to resistance to antibiotics that act 

on these proteins, mainly tetracycline, chloramphenicol, 

streptolydigin and aminoglycosides [139]. Similarly, first studies 

performed to understand the mechanism of action of MccJ25 

have shown that a point mutation causing a substitution of Thr
931

 

for Ile in the conserved segment of the rpoC gene coding for the 

largest RNAP subunit β′ conferred resistance to MccJ25, 

suggesting a mechanism involving occlusion of the RNAP 

secondary channel [185,186]. It was shown further from the 

crystal structure of the MccJ25-RNAP complex that MccJ25 

binds within the RNAP secondary channel and interferes with 

the traffic of NTPs to the catalytic center [150]. Furthermore, 

additional rpoC mutations affecting amino acids in the conserved 

segments G, G′ and F and exposed into the RNAP secondary 

channel, also led to MccJ25 resistance in vivo and in vitro. While 

MccJ25 acts on the β′ subunit, and rifampicin on the β subunit, 

streptolydigin acts on both subunits. So far, a cross-resistance 

between MccJ25 and the above cited antibiotics mainly 

streptolydigin and rifampicin appears to be highly expected 

[187,188]. 

 

For other antibiotics and microcins, no specific cross-resistance 

appears to be predictable. Chromosomally mediated colistin 

resistance occurs mainly via the addition of cationic moieties 

onto the negatively charged lipid A, while the plasmid mediated 

colistin resistance (MCR) is acquired via a plasmid-borne copy 

of an mcr gene. MCR-1 is the most prevalent MCR enzyme 

reported for the first time in 2015 followed by nine homologs 

described to date [189]. MCR-1-mediated colistin resistance 

confers protection against this last resort antibiotic via the 

presence of modified LPS within the cytoplasmic membrane, 

rather than the outer membrane [126]. More precisely, the 

phosphoethanolamine transferase activity of MCR-1 adds a 
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cationic phosphoethanolamine moiety to the anionic lipid 

domain A of LPS, which results in a net negative charge 

decrease and thus a lower affinity for the polymyxins. 

 

Fosfomycin inhibits the bacterial cell wall synthesis at the early 

initiating step of the peptidoglycan synthesis. More specifically, 

it inhibits UDP-N-acetylglucosamine enolpyruvyl transferase (or 

MurA), the enzyme involved in transfer of the enolpyruvyl part 

of phosphoenolpyruvate to the 3′-hydroxyl group of UDP-N-

acetylglucosamine, which is the first step in the biosynthesis 

pathway of peptidoglycan. Mutations in the murA gene confer 

resistance to fosfomycin due to the replacement of cysteine with 

aspartate in the active site of MurA, which prevents fosfomycin 

binding [190]. Moreover, resistance to fosfomycin can occur 

from chromosomal mutations in the structural genes that encode 

the GlpT and UhpT membrane transporters. GlpT and UhpT 

transport glycerol-3-phosphate and glycerol-6-phosphate sugars 

in bacteria, respectively and are used by fosfomycin to facilitate 

its entry in bacteria. These mutations block fosfomycin cell 

penetration [190]. 

 

On the microcin side, the F1F0-ATP synthase has been shown to 

be the target of MccH47 [154] and MccPDI [35]. E. coli ATP 

synthase consists of a membrane-bound F0 sector, which ensures 

proton translocation, connected to a cytoplasmic F1 sector. They 

form a complex made up of eight different subunits, which are 

encoded by the atp operon, atpIBEFHAGDC. Three subunits 

form the F0 proton channel and five subunits the catalytic F1 

domain. Mutations on genes atpB, atpE, atpF encoding the three 

subunits F0a, F0c, F0b respectively, which constitute the F0 

proton channel, result in resistance to MccH47 [154]. 

Furthermore, deletion of genes encoding subunits in the F1 and 

F0 domains of ATP synthase (atpA and atpF encoding F1α and 

F0b subunits, or atpE and atpH encoding F0c and F1δ subunits), 

result in a loss of susceptibility to MccPDI simultaneously to the 

loss of ATP synthase function [35]. None of these mechanisms 

appears to be shared between antibiotics and microcins. 
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Inactivation of the Toxic Entity  
 

Several Gram-negative bacteria produce different enzymes that 

are able to modify antibiotics and thus induce resistance, such as 

the very well-known β-lactamases, which disrupt the specific 

structure of β-lactams [191]. β-lactamases are classified into four 

classes including group 1 (class C) cephalosporinases, group 2 

(classes A and D) broad-spectrum, inhibitor-resistant, and 

extended-spectrum β-lactamases as well as serine 

carbapenemases, and group 3 (class B) metallo-β-lactamases 

[192]. Other enzymes including aminoglycosides modifying 

enzymes, such as phosphotransferases (APHs), 

nucleotidyltranferases (ANTs) and acetyltransferases (AACs), 

which phosphorylate, adenylate and acetylate these compounds, 

respectively could also be involved in development of resistance 

[193]. 

 

Acetylation is a widespread and efficient mechanism of 

resistance against different antibiotics. Modification of the 

piperazine ring of the fluoroquinolones is induced by an 

acetylase AAC(6′)-Ib-cr, which provides one of the mechanisms 

of resistance of bacteria to quinolones [143]. Chloramphenicol is 

also inactivated by acetylation which is performed by 

chloramphenicol acetyltransferases (CATs) [194]. Acetylation is 

also a major mechanism of resistance to McC, then suggesting a 

high risk of cross-resistance between chloramphenicol and McC. 

Before its ultimate processing by non-specific aminopeptidases, 

which happens in sensitive cells to release the toxic non-

hydrolyzable analog of aspartyl-adenylate, McC is exported 

outside the producer by the MccC pump and uptaken by 

sensitive cells using the porin OmpF and the inner membrane 

transporter YejABEF (see section Mechanisms of action). 

However, although most of produced McC is efficiently 

exported, intracellular processing also occurs inside the 

producing cells that ineluctably leads to the accumulation of the 

toxic entity that cannot be exported by the MccC pump and 

results in self-poisoning. Therefore, E. coli mcc gene clusters 

include genes (mccE and mccF) that encode proteins ensuring 

the self-immunity of the producer. The MccE acetyltransferase 

acetylates the α-amino group of processed McC, making it 
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unable to bind to AspRS [103]. So far, MccE makes E. coli 

simultaneously resistant to albomycin and McC [102]. MccE 

belongs to the general control non-repressible 5-related N-

acetyltransferases (GNAT) superfamily, and shows high 

similarity with chromosomally encoded acetyltransferases RimI, 

RimJ, and RimL, which acetylate the N-termini of ribosomal 

proteins S18, S5, and L12 [195]. Indeed, E. coli RimL induces 

resistance to McC by acetylating the amino group of the 

processed McC aspartate by the same mechanism as MccE 

[196]. Similarly, when overproduced, RimL makes cells resistant 

to albomycin by acetylating processed albomycin, which 

contains a pyrimidine nucleotide instead of adenosine. 

Subsequently, a potential cross-resistance between McC and 

albomycin is quite possible [196]. The MccF serine protease 

hydrolyses the carboxamide bond between the C-terminal 

aspartamide and AMP of both intact and processed McC, thus 

inactivating the aspartyl-adenylate [104]. Moreover, McC 

inactivation is also ensured by phosphoramidases belonging to 

the histidine-triad (HIT) superfamily hydrolases that can either 

be encoded in certain mcc-like biosynthetic clusters or by genes 

located elsewhere in bacterial genomes [197]. Resistance to 

McC-like compounds produced by S. enterica, Nocardiopsis 

kunsanensis, P. fluorescens or Hyalangium minutum is conferred 

by hydrolysis of the phosphoramide bond in the toxic 

aspartamide-adenylate [197].Therefore, it appears that resistance 

to McC and McC-like microcins by toxin inactivation can occur 

via both enzymes encoded in the microcin biosynthesis clusters 

and more generalist and non-specific enzymes sharing structural 

similarities. 

 

Finally, impairment of the final three-dimensional structure of 

the antibacterial peptide, such as by preventing the formation of 

disulfide bridges, could be a last mechanism resulting in 

resistance to microcins. This has been poorly explored until now, 

but is however illustrated by MccPDI for which mutations in 

dsbA, dsbB genes induce resistance to MccPDI [35]. Genes 

dsbA, dsbB encode DsbA and DsbB thiol-redox enzymes that 

usually catalyze disulfide bond formation for proteins that are 

transported into the periplasm, and which would be possibly 
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involved in formation of the disulfide bond that stabilizes this 

microcin. 

 

Inhibitory Effect of Microcins against 

Antibiotic Resistant Gram-Negative Bacteria  
 

The spectrum of inhibitory activity of microcins includes a wide 

number of bacteria which are phylogenetically related to the 

producing strain including Salmonella, Shigella and E. coli. The 

inhibition activity of the different microcins against non-

multidrug-resistant strains has been reported in the literature. 

However, the potency of these microcins specifically against 

MDR bacteria has not been systematically described and only 

few studies have addressed this special issue. 

 

MccJ25 was shown to exhibit a high antimicrobial activity 

against MDR Salmonella and E. coli [198,199]. The 

antimicrobial activity of MccJ25 was also extensively studied 

against a collection of MDR strains of S. enterica spp. enterica 

[134]. Interestingly, this study has shown that Salmonella strains 

exhibit various sensitivity profiles to MccJ25 and that MIC 

values vary from 0.06 to 400 μg/mL (0.028–189 nM), 

independently of the resistance profiles to antibiotics or the 

serovars. Other studies have shown that MccJ25 displays a great 

inhibitory potential against Salmonella and E. coli 

[133,185,200,201]. MccPDI is known to inhibit foodborne 

pathogenic enterohemorrhagic E. coli serotypes O157:H7 and 

O26 [76] as well as Shigella strains and E. coli isolates that are 

MDR strains [39]. Likewise, MccH47 has demonstrated a potent 

effect against Enterobacteriaceae MDR strains including 

Salmonella and E. coli carbapenemase, extended spectrum β-

lactamase and metallo-β-lactamase producers. MccH47 has MIC 

values less than 75 μg/mL (13 μM) for all tested strains [40]. 

 

The remaining microcins revealed similar narrow spectra of 

activity against non-MDR Enterobacteriaceae, mainly 

Salmonella and E. coli. Indeed, MccE492 was shown to have 

inhibitory activity in vitro against a wide range of 

Enterobacteriaceae including Klebsiella, Enterobacter, E. coli 

and Salmonella while MccM was shown to inhibit Salmonella 
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and E. coli [79]. MccN/24 is active against E. coli and S. 

enterica Typhimurium, but not against L. monocytogenes or 

Campylobacter jejuni [202]. It was also reported by Kaur et al. 

[75] that MccN/24 exhibits a potent activity against Salmonella 

strains. Furthermore, MccV is active against some pathogenic E. 

coli with MIC values ranging from 7.7 × 10
–3

 to 13.25 μg/mL 

(0.89–1517.94 nM) [203]. MccS is lethal to virulent 

enterohemorrhagic and enteropathogenic E. coli through 

inhibiting the adherence of EPEC E. coli to intestinal epithelial 

cells in an in vitro adherence assay [77]. MccL exhibits a strong 

antibacterial activity against Enterobacteriaceae, including the S. 

enterica serovars Typhimurium and Enteritidis [84]. 

 

Only a few studies have systematically assessed the efficiency of 

microcins (and, more generally, of bacteriocins), for the 

inhibition of MDR bacteria, and/or the microcin/bacteriocin and 

antibiotic cross-resistance [134,204]. Although the activities 

reported so far are encouraging, more systematic studies on the 

inhibitory potential of microcins against MDR strains remain 

necessary to confirm the potential of microcins as alternatives to 

antibiotics against MDR and are thus of high research priority. 

Future directions of research should relate to both qualitative and 

quantitative in vitro characterization of the inhibitory activity of 

different microcins against a large panel of clinical isolates of 

MDR pathogenic bacteria of medical and veterinary interest, 

coming from well characterized reference collections. The 

development of resistance of these strains against the various 

microcins deserves being invertigated as well as studying the 

possible synergistic effects between microcins and certain 

antibiotics or biocides, as already started with Gram-positive 

bacteriocins [205]. Indeed, the identification of compounds with 

synergistic or additive effects could represent an effective 

strategy to limit the development of bacteria resistant to both 

microcins and antibiotics. Such an approach, and more widely 

combination treatment therapeutic strategies, could be facilitated 

by the development of optimized methods to quantify synergy 

effects more rapidly and efficiently [206]. 
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Microcins and the Immune System  
 

Inflammation is one of the key processes allowing the immune 

system being alerted of risks for the host, such as pathogen 

attacks. But its dysregulation results in chronic inflammation and 

subsequent diseases, pointing that inflammation results in both 

beneficial and adverse effects. In general, interactions of 

bacteriocins or microcins with the immune system have not been 

investigated deeply, which hampers evaluating previsible risks 

and benefits for all characterized microcins. MccE492 was 

reported to induce apoptosis against human cell lines without 

inducing an inflammatory response [207,208]. But most of all, 

two microcins, MccB17 and especially MccJ25, have been 

chiefly studied in this regard. 

 

A pionneer study showed that polyclonal antibodies were raised 

in rabbits against mature MccB17, indicating that it could induce 

immune reaction once introduced in host body [209]. In an in-

depth study on the effects of oxazole compounds on intestinal 

inflammation [210] have shown that, similar to environmental or 

synthetic ones, short-size oxazole compounds derived from 

MccB17 degradation were able to induce inflammation in mouse 

intestinal epithelial cells, while full-length MccB17 was not 

[105,210]. This effect was attributed to a cascade response where 

oxazole compounds activate IDO1, the rate-limiting enzyme in 

tryptophan catabolism, and in turn tryptophan-derived 

metabolites activate the aryl hydrocarbon receptor Ahr, which 

limits CD1d-restricted production of the anti-inflammatory 

cytokine IL-10 and results in natural killer T-cell mediated 

intestinal inflammation [210]. It was pointed that this oxazole-

induced intestinal inflammation is independent of the 

antimicrobial activity of the compounds. Moreover, it was 

proposed that the CD1d-dependent immunomodulatory effect is 

limited by the size of the compounds, explaining the absence of 

effect of native MccB17, although its content in oxazole rings. 

 

An in vitro study showed that MccJ25 protects IPEC-J2 cells 

against enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) without raising 

cytotoxicity and alleviates the inflammatory responses through 

modulation of the levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, 
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interleukins 6 (IL-6), IL-8 and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) 

[211]. An anti-inflammatory effect of MccJ25 associated with 

killing of the pathogen was shown in an ETEC-infected mouse 

model [212,213]. Similar to gentamicin treated mice, the levels 

of pro-inflammatory cytokines were significantly decreased in 

jejunum, ileum and colon tissues of mice administered MccJ25, 

compared to the control group, while the anti-inflammatory IL-

10 level increased. Inhibition of ETEC-induced expression of 

inflammatory cytokines in the jejunum was proposed to be due 

to down-regulation by MccJ25 of the NF-κB and mitogen-

activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways [212]. Moreover, 

absence of immunomodulatory effect and toxicity of MccJ25 

was observed at the therapeutic dose (9 mg/kg), much higher 

doses only (18 mg/kg) being able to cause a low toxicity [214]. 

Furthermore, MccJ25 also decreases the serum concentration 

levels of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-6, IL-1β, and TNF-

α, together with an increase in anti-inflammatory IL-10 in 

weaned pigs [215] and in broiler chicken [216] fed with MccJ25-

supplemented diet. Taken together, these in vivo studies 

conducted in different animal models indicate that MccJ25 diet 

supplementation can lower inflammation together with affording 

protection against pathogens, providing interesting perspectives 

in inflammatory intestinal diseases. Therefore, it appears that 

none of the studied microcins appears to induce adverse 

inflammation imbalance and have a detrimental effect on the 

host. 

 

Potential Applications of Microcins and Future 

Prospect  
 

Microcins exhibit a number of advantages for potential 

applications, among which their absence of toxicity to eukaryotic 

cells and their chemical stability. Indeed, the three-dimensional 

structures or PTMs of most microcins increases their stability to 

harsh conditions, such as those that are encountered in the gut 

[217]. This favors their delivery to the gut without the help of 

specific formulations, if not for avoiding immunity response. 

However, unfortunately, the spectrum of inhibitory activity of 

the different microcins has not been deeply investigated, 

hampering significant development in veterinary or human 
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medical domains. The antimicrobial activity of most microcins 

(MccB17, McC and a few others) was determined in order to 

decipher their mechanism of action and the most tested 

bacterium was E. coli [31,58,181]. Thus, while for a few 

microcins the spectrum of inhibition is well known, for the 

remaining this information is still missing. A more systematic 

study involving a significant number of clinical and veterinary 

pathogens, including MDR strains, remains necessary to 

establish the exact spectrum of inhibition of each microcin. 

 

An important characteristic making microcins good candidates 

as alternatives to antibiotics is that they are prominent actors of 

competitions in microbiota and particularly in the gut 

microbiota, which is the most studied. Microcins play a 

significant role in niche competition (for a review see Li and 

Rebuffat, [28], essentially in interference competition, which 

involves the secretion of harmful molecules such as the 

microcins, for direct attack of competitors. But also in a lesser 

extent, they are involved in the indirect process of exploitative 

competition, as exemplified by siderophore microcins which are 

able to capture iron and thus deplete the surroundings of this 

essential element. Thereby, the siderophore microcins MccH47 

and MccM, both produced by the probiotic E. coli strain Nissle 

1917, have been shown to mediate competition among 

Enterobacteriaceae in mouse model and to impair the growth of 

the pathogen S. enterica serovar Typhimurium in the inflamed 

gut, where iron is scarce, without perturbing significantly the 

microbiota equilibrium [218]. Thanks to their natural role in their 

niche, which involves both high potency and narrow spectrum of 

activity, the molecules from microbiota, such as the microcins in 

the gut microbiota [219,220], or other bacteriocins in the rumen 

[221], are thus of high potential. However, exploration of the 

capacity of microorganisms belonging to various microbiota still 

remains underdeveloped so far. Its development in combination 

with genome mining approaches and innovative computational 

technologies should allow finding novel microcins, and possibly 

novel mechanisms of action. 

 

To explore the potential applications of microcins in animal and 

human health, in vivo studies have been conducted, although 
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they are still few and only concern a few microcins, essentially 

MccJ25. For instance, a significant decrease of S. Typhimurium 

was recorded in chicken, using an E. coli transformant strain 

producing MccN/24, although continuous administration of the 

transformant was needed to ensure colonization within the in 

vivo model [202]. MccJ25 has been shown to decrease S. 

enterica counts in the liver and spleen in mice [222] and in the 

gastrointestinal tract of turkeys [223], and to relieve diarrhea and 

systematic inflammation in weaned pigs [216]. Furthermore, 

MccJ25 was shown to improve performance, fecal microbiota 

composition and systematic inflammation of broilers [215]. 

Further studies are needed however to validate the potential of 

microcins as therapeutic agents in human or veterinary medicine. 

 

Finally, developing safe probiotics engineered to produce potent 

microcins is a complementary and efficient approach. It relies on 

previous studies of commercially available probiotics, E. coli 

Nissle 1917 (Mutaflor
®
) and E. coli G3/10 (Symbioflor2

®
), 

producers of microcins MccH47 and MccM [94,218] and MccS 

[77], respectively, which were shown to act in bacterial 

competition and kill pathogens in inflamed gut [218], or suppress 

adherence of enteropathogenic E. coli [77]. Thus, S. enterica 

carriage was significantly reduced in turkey gastrointestinal tract 

using E. coli Nissle engineered to produce MccJ25 [223]. 

Furthermore, E. coli Nissle was engineered to produce MccH47 

in response to tetrathionate, which is produced in gut 

inflammation conditions and is favorable to Salmonella growth 

[224]. In this system, MccH47 was produced in response to the 

tetrathionate environmental signal serving as an inducing 

molecule, and inhibited the pathogen S. Typhimurium, both in 

static inhibition assays and in ecological competition 

experiments. 

 

Conclusion  
 

As it can be seen through this review, microcins offer an 

attractive track for designing novel antimicrobial strategies and 

envisage alternatives to conventional antibiotics, despite the 

potential risks of resistance, cross-resistance and co-resistance 

that have been pointed. The microcin attractivity relies first on 
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their two-step mechanisms of action. The first step ensures 

uptake of the microcin and involves most often a Trojan horse 

strategy. It is exemplarily illustrated by MccC, for which the last 

processing step of the uptaken harmless nucleotide peptide is 

ensured in the targeted bacteria by common proteases. It is also 

exemplified by siderophore microcins (MccE492, MccM, 

MccH47) or the lasso microcin MccJ25 that mimic the natural 

ligands of siderophore receptors to hijack them. The second step 

implies either membrane perturbations or inhibition of critical 

enzymes, and therefore vital functions in bacteria. Indeed, in 

certain cases such strategies are shared by antibiotics, which can 

result in cross-resistance, as pointed in this review. These two 

steps can also constitute a drawback toward resistance 

development as inhibiting one of them could potentially confer 

resistance to microcin. However, a few microcins, such as McC 

and MccJ25, bring into play a second and independent 

mechanism that intervenes at higher concentrations. Such a 

secondary mechanism has not been brought to light for other 

microcins, but it must be said that it has not been thoroughly 

investigated. Such a succession of different mechanisms limits 

the emergence of bacterial resistance, as the energetic costs 

induced by setting up distinct resistance mechanisms 

simultaneously is hard to assume by the bacteria. 

 

Other characteristics, which have been underlined in the review, 

support their interesting potential: (i) a potent activity in the GI 

tract, (ii) a narrow spectrum of activity, which makes them active 

against pathogens while preserving host microbiota, (iii) an 

important role in microbial competitions, which makes them 

actors in maintaining microbiota equilibrium, (iv) an efficient 

activity in vivo in different animal models. Developing strategies 

based on Nature-derived mechanisms and molecules that are able 

to minimize both niche perturbations and resistance thus appears 

as a promising direction in the light of recent analysis of the 

frequency and mechanisms of resistance of antimicrobial 

peptides and antibiotics [225]. Finally, as the production costs of 

antimicrobial peptides and in particular of RiPPs remain high, a 

possible strategy to use microcins and simultaneously increase 

their potency could be to associate them to conventional 

antibiotics. This would take full advantage of the lower costs of 
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production of antibiotics, of an increased potency when 

synergistic effects are obtained, and of the possibility of 

combining distinct mechanisms of action. Therefore, relying on 

the current knowledge on the topology of microcins and their 

targets, the microcin biosynthesis pathways, and their 

mechanisms of action and of resistance, directions of research 

involving a more dynamic exploration of diverse microbiota 

associated with the development of microcin bioengineering 

would presumably accelerate the diversification of anti-AMR 

strategies. 
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Figure S1: Precursor sequences and structures of microcins and analogs.  

A) Amino acid sequence alignments of the precursors of class I microcins and 

analogs discovered by genome mining (only analogs with activity against 

Gram-negative bacteria and/or against the identified intracellular target are 

shown, independently of the producing strain) and representative structures of 

the mature peptides. For McC and analogs, the gene encoded C-terminal Asn 

residue is converted to Asp and linked to a nucleotide, represented as a black 

square. Both the structures of the McC heptapeptide nucleotide secreted by the 

producing strains and of the final toxic entity generated by proteolytic 

cleavages in sensitive strains are shown; B) Amino acid sequence alignments of 

the precursors of class IIa microcins; cysteines involved in disulfide bridges are 

boldfaced; C) Amino acid sequence alignments of the precursors of class IIb 

siderophore microcins. The siderophore moiety (linear trimer of DHBS) at the 

C-terminus is shown as a black circle; its structure is shown below the 

alignments. Alignments were generated using Muscle 

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle). Conserved and semi-conserved 

amino acids are light grey and grey shaded, respectively. For modified 

microcins, the amino acids that undergo PTM are shown in bold red. Red bars 

indicate cleavage sites between the leader peptide and core sequence, observed 

during the maturation. Green bar indicates cleavage in the target bacteria 

yielding the toxic entity for McC and analogs. 

 

 


